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The Providence of Fire

Mobile Library

Brian Staveley

David Whitehouse

War is coming, secrets multiply and betrayal waits in the
wings... The Annurian Empire's ruling family must be
vigilant, as the conspiracy against them deepens. Having
discovered her father's assassin, Adare flees the Dawn
Palace in search of allies. But few trust her, until she seems
marked by the people's goddess in an ordeal of flame. As
Adare struggles to unite Annur, unrest breeds rival armies then barbarian hordes threaten to invade. And unknown to
Adare, her brother Valyn has fallen in with forces mustering
at the empire's borders. The terrible choices they face could
make war between them inevitable. Fighting his own battles
is their brother Kaden, rightful heir to the Unhewn Throne,
who has infiltrated the Annurian capital with two strange
companions. While imperial forces prepare to defend a fardistant front, Kaden's actions could save the empire, or
destroy it.

Tor UK • HB • Fantasy

9780230770430

Twelve-year-old Bobby Nusku is an archivist of his
mother. He catalogues traces of her life and waits for her
to return home. Bobby thinks that he's been left to face
the world alone until he meets lonely single mother Val
and her daughter Rosa. They spend a magical summer
together, discovering the books in the mobile library
where Val works as a cleaner. But as the summer draws
to a close, Bobby finds himself in trouble and Val is in
danger of losing her job. There's only one thing to do and so they take to the road in the mobile library...
Quirky, dark, magical and full of heart, Mobile Library is
both a tragicomic road trip and a celebration of the
adventures that books can take us on. It's a love-letter to
unlikely families and the stories that shaped us.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$39.99

9781447274728

The Year of Taking Chances

The Londoners

Lucy Diamond

Margaret Pemberton

Because love is always worth the risk... It's New Year's Eve,
and Gemma and Spencer Bailey are throwing a house
party. There's music, dancing, champagne and all their best
friends under one roof. It's going to be a night to remember.
Also at the party is Caitlin, who has returned to the village to
pack up her much-missed mum's house and to figure out
what to do with her life; and Saffron, a PR executive who's
keeping a secret which no amount of spin can change. The
three women bond over Gemma's dodgy cocktails and
fortune cookies, and vow to make this year their best one
yet. But as the months unfold, Gemma, Saffron and Caitlin
find themselves tested to their limits by shocking new
developments. Family, love, work, home - all the things
they've taken for granted are thrown into disarray. Under
pressure, they are each forced to rethink their lives and start
over. But dare they take a chance on something new?

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447257783

$19.99

Magnolia Square

Magnolia Square in South London was a friendly and
vibrant place to live, not least for Kate Voigt and her
father. Carl Voigt had been a WWI prisoner of war who
had married a cockney girl and never gone back. Now
widowed, he and Kate were part of the London life of the
square with all its rumbustious and colourful characters.
Then came the war. Suddenly it seemed the Voigts were
outcasts because of their German blood. When Carl was
interned, Kate's only support was her best friend Carrie,
and Toby, the R.A.F. pilot whom she loved. Finally, when
Toby was killed, and even Carrie turned against her, she
found herself pregnant and totally alone.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447262312

$19.99

Coronation Summer

Margaret Pemberton

Margaret Pemberton

1945: The war was over, and the families who lived in
Magnolia Square could look forward to their men coming
home and their lives returning to normal. But for some, the
end of the war brought serious problems. Kate Voigt was at
last able to marry Leon Emmerson, the man she loved, a
Londoner like herself, but of mixed race. When old man
Harvey, a powerful and wealthy figure in South London and
great-grandfather to Kate's small son, heard of the match
he was determined that young Matthew should not be
raised by Leon. Slowly, insidiously, he began the fight to
wrest Kate's son away from her.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447262336

$32.99

$19.99

It is early summer in 1953, and the friends and
neighbours of Magnolia Square are looking forward to
celebrating the Coronation. The war has become a
memory; the future seems rosy. Kate Emmerson looks
on with pride at her growing family, including Matthew,
whose father was killed during the war. But Matthew's
wealthy relations have never really forgiven Kate for
marrying Leon, a West Indian who works as a Thames
lighterman, and when Matthew runs away from his smart
boarding school in Somerset the tensions which exist
between the two families come to a head. Meanwhile
Zac, the wonderfully talented and handsome new signing
at the local boxing club, is being eyed hopefully by all the
young women of Magnolia Square.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447262343

$19.99

Killing Patton

Final Solution

Bill O'Reilly

David Cesarani

General George S. Patton, Jr. died under mysterious
circumstances in the months following the end of World
War II. For almost seventy years, there has been
suspicion that his death was not an accident-and may very
well have been an act of assassination. Killing Patton
takes readers inside the final year of the war and recounts
the events surrounding Patton's tragic demise, naming
names of the many powerful individuals who wanted him
silenced.

Macmillan • HB • Biography: Historical, Political & Military

9781447285892

$44.99

You Are Loved Collection
Nancy Tillman

St Martin's Press • HB • Picture Books

$59.99

My First London Sticker Book
Marion Billet
Complete with a carry handle and postcards to send, this
sticker activity book is the ideal companion on a trip to
London, or for any child to enjoy the excitement of the big
city. Packed with activities from colouring to imagining
your own exhibit at the Natural History Museum, it
promises to keep young children very busy while they find
out about London's landmarks. With over 250 stickers,
children can enjoy completing London scenes, playing
matching activities, and decorating the pages as they go.
Marion Billet's spirited scenes feature lively children and
lots of detail to spot and talk about. Including Buckingham
Palace, London Zoo, Tower Bridge and the London Eye,
this book will also make a wonderful souvenir to keep.

Campbell Books • PB • Interactive & Activity Books & Packs

9781447276173

Macmillan • HB • European History

9780230754560

$44.99

Nancy Tillman Pack
Nancy Tillman

You are loved! You can now get Nancy Tillman's greatest
hits - On the Night You Were Born; Wherever You Are,
My Love Will Find You; and The Crown on Your Head all packaged together in a beautiful gift box with a bonus
picture frame featuring Nancy's signature message, "You
are loved." Perfect for the holidays, baby showers, or just
because; this is a gift that will keep on giving.

9781250011350

David Cesarani's sweeping reappraisal challenges
accepted explanations for the anti-Jewish politics of Nazi
Germany and the inevitability of the 'Final Solution'. The
persecution of the Jews was not always the Nazis' central
preoccupation, nor was it an inevitable process. Cesarani
also reveals that in German-occupied countries it unfolded
erratically, often due to local initiatives. Ghettos were
improvised while the mass shooting of Jews during the
invasion of Russia owed as much to the security situation
as to anti-semitism. In this new interpretation, war is
critical to the Jewish fate. Military failure denied the
Germans opportunities to expel Jews into a distant
territory and created a crisis of resources that led to
starvation of the ghettos and intensified anti-Jewish
measures. It was global war that eventually triggered
genocide in Europe.

$14.99

Two beautiful Nancy Tillman board books in a
shrinkwrapped pack! The Night You Were Born: On the
night you were born, you brought wonder and magic to the
world. The moon stayed up till morning. Polar bears
danced. Here is a book that celebrates the one and only
ever you! Now available in its entirety in board book
format, Nancy Tillman's masterpiece is perfect for
acknowledging the special people in our lives that they are
loved. Wherever You Are, My Love Will Find You: . . . I
wanted you more than you'll ever know, so I sent love to
follow wherever you go. . . . Love is the greatest gift we
have to give our children. It's the one thing they can carry
with them each and every day. If love could take shape it
might look something like these heartfelt words and
images from the inimitable Nancy Tillman. Here is a book
to share with your loved ones, no matter how near or far,
young or old, they are.

St Martin's Press • Picture Books

9781250058348

$29.99

